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Mr. Aijazuddin 

A very soft hearted for all care to his complete ground team is what the forte of Aijazuddin, some 
more words which is dedicated to him like Time Punctuality for payments to all his 
vendors….Time punctuality to hand over the lift to the client, Pre & Post care of lift operations & 
team management …..Very important he is a true follower of Allah & his final messenger of God 
Mohammad Sallallaha-wo-allihewe-Sallam (PBUH). He admits that his erector, electrical & 
complete set of team will act and work fast with time frame if we care for him. 
  
Post graduate, account professional with excellent management skills Aijazuddin stand himself as 
the face of the company. Both Aijazuddin & Sohel Ahmed work together with an aim of proper 
management & complete care to their client. And their complete co-ordination is what their 
strength. 
  
Yes with 24*7 and 365 days working culture is the only tool which is what Time elevators key of 
success. Aijazuddin with the management skills had tremendous pressure on him to complete the 
task in the given time frame, he hold fabulous team of ground team who is ready 24*7 as working 
force. Every-Time he was committed to hand over more than 15 to 17 lifts handover every month 
which he had perfect confidence on himself so as the team. 
  
He likes the 1 st phase target of 500+ lifts complete operations at the same time with full honesty 

he said that no matters if we delay in completing the goal but cherish smile & confidence on the 

client face today and forever he treat this as top priority. Very important Aijazuddin has created 

many erectors and artist which are now enjoying their carrier with Time Elevators. His aim is to 

create a complete practical / hands on academy where the student will learn all the specific 

technical skills of various departments required to the industry with 100% job placement for Time 

themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mr. Sohel Ahmed 

Visionary, Observer, Punctual, Honest….all these words has been noted for him. Yes a marketing 
professional and true learner, during his working tenure he always wants to start something for 
his own which he want to say as his OWN BABY. However his working tenure with professional 
brands which had the very good stake in market but his definition of marketing is; brand is what 
people trust on but at the same time the person who represent the brand plays major role which 
he/she prefer to bring the confidence and smile on the client face.  
 
Post his journey from his previous company; as quoted earlier that he is the visionary who 
wanted to start something for his own which will give the complete satisfaction to his client. 
Hence the Time Elevators begins. The objective of creating the name “Time” was based on Time 
i.e. punctuality, which every clients expect from the company, this he want to treat as trump for 
his elevation company. His past experience of the same industry was over commitment, no value 
to time frame & false talk. He removed all flaws from his dictionary and decided to work on client 
satisfaction, care, punctuality, un-compromised quality with the key of Time punctuality of 
handing over the lift with all processes & license.  
 
Yes his vision for 1 st phase for Time Elevator as brand to develop in the market which he is 
doing. Now the company exists 730 days old & today with all honesty Time Elevator stood 
themselves as 200+ lift successful operational company, which he wants to give credit to all their 
clients who trusted them as emerging brand. His 1 st phase target is successfully installation and 
operations of 500 lifts which he believes that he will able to turn around in next 500 days i.e. 2018 
December. 
  
An emerging entherpenure definition which he always expresses in his own lines that – No one 

shall got success till the time he/she had GOAL with time frame….honesty…..value for 

money…..dedication……& very important value of TIME, not only for himself but also for client. 


